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DV19.72 DRAFT LOCAL PLANNING POLICY 2.4: P4: WEMBLEY - ADOPTION FOR THE 
PURPOSE OF ADVERTISING 

SUMMARY: 

Recently, the Town has identified a need to strengthen the statement of intent for the Local 
Centre Zone in the Town's Local Planning Policy 2.4: P4: Wembley to preserve the amenity of 
both the occupants and users of the local centre, as well as the amenity of the surrounding 
developments, particularly residential developments that are sensitive to amenity impacts. The 
purpose of this report is to present the draft Local Planning Policy 2.4: P4: Wembley for 
adoption for the purpose of advertising.  
 
AUTHORITY / DISCRETION  
 
  Advocacy When the Council advocates on its own behalf or on behalf of its 

community to another level of government/body/agency. 
  Executive The substantial direction setting and oversight role of the Council. 

e.g. adopting plans and reports, accepting tenders, directing 
operations, setting and amending budgets.  

 Legislative Includes adopting local laws, town planning schemes & policies. 
  Review When the Council operates as a review authority on decisions 

made by Officers for appeal purposes. 
  Quasi-Judicial When the Council determines an application/matter that directly 

affects a person’s right and interests. The judicial character arises 
from the obligation to abide by the principles of natural justice. 
Examples of Quasi-Judicial authority include town planning 
applications, building licences, applications for other 
permits/licences (e.g. under Health Act, Dog Act or Local Laws) 
and other decisions that may be appealable to the State 
Administrative Tribunal.  

  Information For the Council/Committee to note. 
 
Address/Property Location: N/A 
Report Date: 4 June 2019 
Responsible Officer: Marlaine Lavery, Director Planning and Development 
Reporting Officer: Christie Downie, Acting Manager Strategic Planning 
Contributing Officer: Chris Della Bona, Strategic Planning Officer 
Reporting Officer Interest: Nil 
Attachments: 1.Draft Local Planning Policy 2.4: P4: Wembley 
 

BACKGROUND: 

Recently, a decision of Council to refuse an application for a mechanical workshop (Industry 
(Light)) and car wash (Motor Vehicle Wash) was appealed at the State Administrative Tribunal 
(SAT). Ultimately the Council's determination of a refusal was upheld, however, the case has 
highlighted the limitations of the current Local Planning Policy 2.4: P4: Wembley (LPP2.4), and 
the need to strengthen the statement of intent of the Local Centre Zone in the Wembley 
Precinct to preserve the amenity of surrounding residential development. 
 
LPP2.4 currently contains a statement of intent, which aims to preserve the amenity of 
surrounding residential developments, however, it was clear during the SAT case that the 
statement of intent does not place a strong enough emphasis on the preservation of amenity, 
particularly for land uses that may have a high amenity impact. 
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DETAILS: 

Land zoned Local Centre in the Town generally presents as pockets of commercial activity that 
are surrounded by residential developments. As such it is important that the commercial 
activities in the Local Centre Zone preserve the amenity of the surrounding residential 
developments. The current statement of intent in LPP2.4 acknowledges the importance of 
ensuring there is minimal impact on the surrounding residential developments. 
 
Land uses such as Restricted Premises, Service Stations, Motor Vehicle Wash and Industry 
(Light) are uses that can have particularly high amenity impacts on occupants of residential 
areas. Under the Town of Cambridge Town Planning Scheme No. 1 (Scheme) zoning table 
these uses are not permitted, unless the Council has exercised its discretion to approve the 
use. As a result, under the Scheme these land uses are still capable of approval in the Local 
Centre Zone. The only way to prohibit future applications for these types of land uses within the 
Local Centre Zone is to initiate a scheme amendment to make these particular land uses not 
permissible within in the Local Centre Zone. However, advice from officers at the Department of 
Planning, Lands and Heritage indicates that the development of a new scheme would be 
favoured over further amendments to the current Scheme. 
 
There are land uses that are capable of being approved in the Local Centre Zone that could 
have potential amenity impacts, particularly on adjoining residential areas. Therefore, it is 
crucial to consider how the operation of these land uses could impact on other land in the 
locality in the assessment of an application.  
 
When determining an application Clause 3(5) of the deemed provisions requires the decision 
maker to have regard to relevant local planning policies. As a guiding tool for decision making, 
a policy cannot use limiting or prescriptive language to prohibit a particular development 
standard or land use. The assessment of an application may note that an application does not 
meet a particular development standard, but ultimately the application will need to be assessed 
on its merit, giving due regard to the aim, objectives or intent of related policies, and other 
matters for consideration as outlined in clause 67 of the deemed provisions.  
 
For this reason the statement of intent of a zone can be particularly important in considering if a 
discretionary land use is appropriate in a particular zone. As noted above the LPP2.4 currently 
contains a statement of intent, however, it does not place a strong enough emphasis on the 
preservation of amenity, in light of proposed land uses that may have a high amenity impact on 
surrounding developments. As such it is recommended that the statement of intent for the Local 
Centre Zone in LPP2.4 should be further refined, to ensure that new developments and land 
uses preserve the amenity of both the occupants and users of the local centre, as well as the 
amenity of the surrounding developments, particularly residential developments that are 
sensitive to amenity impacts.  
 
Local Centres R-Codes 
 
At its meeting on 24 July 2018 Council considered a Strategic Priorities report which identified a 
project scheduled for the 2018/2019 financial year and continuing on into the 2019/2020 
financial year, to review local and commercial zoned centres within the Town. This project 
identified that the local and commercial zoned centres do not currently have an appropriate 
residential density when considering mixed use developments. The project to review and 
provide an appropriate residential density and other development controls in local and 
commercial centres is ongoing and will continue into the 2019/2020 financial year. The 
proposed amendment to LPP2.4 will not impact this review, however, may assist in the drafting 
of future development controls for the Local Centre Zone. 
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Local Centre Zone Statement of Intent 
 
Current LPP2.4 
• The existing range of local shopping and community facilities will be consolidated within these 

areas to serve the day to day needs of the local residents. 

• Any new development should be built up to the street boundary and be of a height and scale 
similar to the majority of existing buildings.  Continuous shop fronts and weather protection over 
the footpath for pedestrians should be provided.  

• Careful control will be exercised over the nature of any uses proposed and their design and site 
layout to ensure minimal impact on any adjacent residential development.  Additionally, adequate 
car parking must be provided to ensure that retail parking does not encroach into residential 
streets. 

Discussion 
State Planning Policy 4.2: Activity Centres for Perth and Peel (SPP4.2) outlines the differing types of 
centres, and their function and role to play in the network of Perth and Peel centres. In SPP4.2 local 
centres are for uses such as delicatessens and convenience stores that provide for the day-to-day 
needs of local communities. This 'day to day needs' aspect of the Local Centre Zone, is important in 
maintaining the function of a centre in its correct order. As such it is recommended that the day-to-day 
aspect currently contained in LPP2.4 is maintained. 

Another role of the local centre outlined in SPP4.2 is providing walkable access to services and 
facilities for communities. Due to the limits of walkability it is implied that the catchment for the 
provision of services and facilities is relatively small, reinforcing the 'local' role of this type of centre. 
As such a focus on pedestrian amenity and access to these centres should be any overarching 
guidance of discretion when considering an application in the Local Centre Zone. The statement of 
intent for the Local Centre Zone in LPP2.4 does contain some provisions for preserving pedestrian 
access and amenity, however it is recommended that the importance of creating 'pedestrian friendly' 
environments in and around local centres is strengthened. 

SPP4.2 allows for the locating of service industries to be located close to residential areas, 
highlighting that such land uses should be low-impact. As such it is clear that any commercial 
activities proposed to be located in the local centre should have a low amenity impact on surrounding 
developments, particularly in relation to residential developments located in close proximity to the 
local centre. LPP2.4 does contain some provisions for preserving residential amenity, however it is 
recommended that these provisions are strengthened. 

Draft LPP2.4 
Draft LPP2.4 contains a revised statement of intent for the local centre zone as follows: 
 
• The existing range of local shopping and community facilities will be consolidated within these 

areas to serve the day to day needs of the local residents. 

• Any new development should create a high level of pedestrian amenity through the provision of 
continuous shop fronts built up to the street boundary, active frontages and land uses, minimal 
crossovers and weather protection over the footpath.  

• Any proposed development or land uses, and their associated operation practices, should 
improve, acknowledge and be responsive to surrounding development, with appropriate 
consideration of adjacent site amenity where applicable. Particular consideration should be given 
to preserving the amenity of surrounding residential developments through the limitation of 
operation hours, attenuation of noise produced both directly and indirectly from the operation, and 
the generation of car parking in residential streets. 

• Any proposed development that adjoins a residential development, should consider the treatment 
of interfaces to adjoining residential properties to limit impact and building bulk and overshadowing 
on major openings to habitable spaces and outdoor living areas. 
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POLICY/STATUTORY IMPLICATIONS: 

A local planning policy does not form part of a Scheme, and cannot bind the Council in respect 
of an application or planning matter. However, the Council is required to have due regard to the 
provisions and objectives of the policy in its decision making. A local planning policy adopted 
under a town planning scheme also cannot vary or override any legislative or regulatory 
requirement. 
 
Clause 3(1) of the Planning and Development (Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015 
states that the council may make a local planning policy in respect of any matter related to the 
planning and development of the Scheme area 
 

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS: 

There are no direct financial implications associated with the recommendations of this report.  
 

STRATEGIC DIRECTION: 

The recommendations of this report are consistent with the following aspects of the Town's 
Strategic Community Plan 2018 - 2028 as follows: 
 
Our Neighbourhoods 
 
Goal 4: Neighbourhoods where individual character and quality is respected, and 

planning is responsive to residents 
 
Strategy 4.1 Examine and better identify through planning and consultation those features 

and qualities which define our individual neighbourhoods 
 
Strategy 4.3 Ensure new development is harmonious with established residences and 

respects our existing ‘sense of place’ and our unique character 
 

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT: 

This matter has been assessed under the Community Engagement Policy. The requirements 
for consultation will be satisfied by the following statutory requirements. 
 
The draft amended LPP2.4 will be advertised pursuant to the Planning and Development (Local 
Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015 Schedule 2, Part 2 Clause 5. Advertising will consist of 
the following: 
 
• Advertisements be placed in the local newspaper under the Cambridge noticeboard; and 
• A notice and copy of the draft amended policy on the Town's website; 
 
Following the conclusion of the advertising period, the Planning and Development (Local 
Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015 require the Town to review the draft policy in light of any 
submissions made and resolve to: 
 
• Proceed with the policy without modifications; or 
• Proceed with the policy with modifications; or 
• Not to proceed with the policy. 
 
If the Council resolves to proceed, LPP2.4 will be updated.  
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ADMINISTRATION RECOMMENDATION: 
That Council:- 
 
1. ADOPTS, Pursuant to Schedule 2, Part 2, Clause 5 of the Planning and Development 

(Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015 draft amended Local Planning Policy 2.4: 
P4: Wembley, as shown in Attachment 1, for the purpose of advertising; and 

 
2. ADVERTISES the draft amended Local Planning Policy 2.4: P4: Wembley, as shown in 

Attachment 1, by publication of a notice in a local newspaper circulating within the Town 
and also on the Town's website. 

 
Committee Meeting 18 June 2019  
 
During discussion, Cr McKerracher stated that the statement "Adequate car parking must be 
provided to ensure that retail parking does not encroach into residential streets" should remain 
in clause 2.1 of the Policy. 
 
AMENDMENT: 
 
That the third dot point of clause 2.1 - Statement of Intent be amended to read as follows: 
 
• Any proposed development or land uses, and their associated operation practices, should 

improve, acknowledge and be responsive to surrounding development, with appropriate 
consideration of adjacent site amenity where applicable. Particular consideration should 
be given to preserving the amenity of surrounding residential developments through the 
limitation of operation hours, attenuation of noise produced both directly and indirectly 
from the operation, and adequate car parking must be provided to ensure that retail 
parking does not encroach into residential streets. 

 
Amendment put and CARRIED (5/0) 
 
Council Meeting 25 June 2019 
 
Cr Timmermanis requested that Item DV19.72 be considered before Item DV19.71.  The 
Presiding Member Mayor Keri Shannon agreed to this request. 
 
COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION: 
 
Moved by Mayor Shannon, seconded by Cr Nelson 
 
That Council:- 
 
1. ADOPTS, Pursuant to Schedule 2, Part 2, Clause 5 of the Planning and 

Development (Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015 draft amended Local 
Planning Policy 2.4: P4: Wembley, as shown in Attachment 1, for the purpose of 
advertising, subject to the third dot point of clause 2.1 - Statement of Intent being 
amended to read as follows: 

 
"Any proposed development or land uses, and their associated operation 
practices, should improve, acknowledge and be responsive to surrounding 
development, with appropriate consideration of adjacent site amenity where 
applicable. Particular consideration should be given to preserving the amenity of 
surrounding residential developments through the limitation of operation hours, 
attenuation of noise produced both directly and indirectly from the operation, and 
adequate car parking must be provided to ensure that retail parking does not 
encroach into residential streets"; and 
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2. ADVERTISES the draft amended Local Planning Policy 2.4: P4: Wembley, as shown 
in Attachment 1, by publication of a notice in a local newspaper circulating within 
the Town and also on the Town's website. 

 
During discussion, Cr Nelson suggested that the final sentence of clause 1 should be amended 
to read 'adequate car parking should be provided' rather than must be provided.  
 
AMENDMENT: 
 
Moved by Cr Nelson, seconded by Cr McKerracher  
 
That clause 1 of the motion be amended to read as follows:- 
 
1. ADOPTS, Pursuant to Schedule 2, Part 2, Clause 5 of the Planning and 

Development (Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015 draft amended Local 
Planning Policy 2.4: P4: Wembley, as shown in Attachment 1, for the purpose of 
advertising, subject to the third dot point of clause 2.1 - Statement of Intent being 
amended to read as follows: 

 
"Any proposed development or land uses, and their associated operation 
practices, should improve, acknowledge and be responsive to surrounding 
development, with appropriate consideration of adjacent site amenity where 
applicable. Particular consideration should be given to preserving the amenity of 
surrounding residential developments through the limitation of operation hours, 
attenuation of noise produced both directly and indirectly from the operation, and 
adequate car parking should be provided to ensure that retail parking does not 
encroach into residential streets". 
 

AMENDMENT put and CARRIED (8/1) 
 
For: Mayor Shannon, Crs Carr, Everett, McAllister, McKerracher, Nelson, Powell 

and Timmermanis 
Against: Cr Bradley 
 
COUNCIL DECISION: 
 
That Council:- 
 
1. ADOPTS, Pursuant to Schedule 2, Part 2, Clause 5 of the Planning and 

Development (Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015 draft amended Local 
Planning Policy 2.4: P4: Wembley, as shown in Attachment 1, for the purpose of 
advertising, subject to the third dot point of clause 2.1 - Statement of Intent being 
amended to read as follows: 

 
"Any proposed development or land uses, and their associated operation 
practices, should improve, acknowledge and be responsive to surrounding 
development, with appropriate consideration of adjacent site amenity where 
applicable. Particular consideration should be given to preserving the amenity of 
surrounding residential developments through the limitation of operation hours, 
attenuation of noise produced both directly and indirectly from the operation, and 
adequate car parking should be provided to ensure that retail parking does not 
encroach into residential streets"; and  

 
2. ADVERTISES the draft amended Local Planning Policy 2.4: P4: Wembley, as shown 

in Attachment 1, by publication of a notice in a local newspaper circulating within 
the Town and also on the Town's website. 

 
Motion, as AMENDED, put and CARRIED (9/0) 



 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

DEVELOPMENT 
COMMITTEE MEETING 
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ATTACHMENT TO ITEM DV19.72 
 
 

DRAFT LOCAL PLANNING POLICY 2.4: P4: 
WEMBLEY - ADOPTION FOR THE PURPOSE OF 

ADVERTISING 
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Local Planning Policy 2.4: Precinct P4: Wembley 

INTRODUCTION 

The Wembley Precinct will remain a residential area serviced by a number of retail, 
commercial and recreation facilities.  Most development comprises single houses at 
low density, although medium density development is permitted in select locations.  
Non-residential development is restricted to the Wembley Town Centre, along parts 
of Cambridge Street and Salvado Road, and the Residential/Commercial zone along 
Herdsman Parade. 

The following policy provides statements of intent and development standards for 
each zone in the precinct, which, in addition to any other relevant policy, are to be 
used to assess applications for development within the precinct. Policy requirements 
under all other local planning policies also apply unless specifically varied in the 
precinct policy. 

APPLICATIONS SUBJECT TO THIS POLICY 

This policy applies to development in the Wembley Precinct (see map below). 
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1. RESIDENTIAL ZONE 

1.1. Statement of intent 

 Single houses in accordance with the Residential R20 provisions will 
continue to occupy the majority of land, with infill development favoured 
on those larger lots which can accommodate additional housing and on 
certain corner lots. 

 Grouped and multiple dwellings at a medium density, however, will be 
permitted along Salvado Road and Cambridge Street with higher 
densities permitted along the latter street where two or more lots are 
amalgamated.  This is intended to encourage single integrated 
developments rather than individual and unrelated developments on 
small lots. 

 A limited number of non-residential uses such as local shops, child care 
facilities, recreation areas and primary schools are also appropriate 
where they serve the immediate day to day needs of local residents and 
are an integral part of the residential environment.  These uses will only 
be supported by Council where they are small in scale, and are not likely 
to cause any significant disturbance to adjacent residences or the 
residential character of the area. 

1.2. Development standards 

1. Development shall be in accordance with the Residential Design Codes, 
Town Planning Scheme and any relevant planning policies contained in 
this manual. 

2. In addition, the following standards apply: 

(a) Corner lots:  

Within the area coded Residential R20, with the exception of those 
lots fronting or siding onto Grantham Street, two dwellings may be 
constructed on corner lots in accordance with the Residential R30 
dwelling density standards subject to the following: 

(i) one dwelling must front each street; 

(ii) the configuration of the lot to be developed must coincide with 
the original subdivision pattern; and 

(iii) the policy applies to constructed development only.  Green 
title vacant/survey strata titled subdivisions are not permitted. 

(b) Dual coding:  

Within the area coded Residential R40/60 development to 
Residential R60 dwelling density standards will only be permitted if:  

(i) the development involves the amalgamation of two or more 
lots (resulting in a minimum lot area of 1200m2) or,  

(ii) the lot is already large enough (minimum lot area of 1200m2) 
to enable integrated development. 
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2. LOCAL CENTRE ZONE 

2.1. Statement of intent 

 The existing range of local shopping and community facilities will be 
consolidated within these areas to serve the day to day needs of the local 
residents. 

 Any new development should create a high level of pedestrian amenity 
through the provision of continuous shop fronts built up to the street 
boundary, active frontages and land uses, minimal crossovers and weather 
protection over the footpath. be built up to the street boundary and be of a 
height and scale similar to the majority of existing buildings.  Continuous 
shop fronts and weather protection over the footpath for pedestrians 
should be provided.  

 Careful control will be exercised over the nature of any uses proposed and 
their design and site layout to ensure minimal impact on any adjacent 
residential development.  Additionally, adequate car parking must be 
provided to ensure that retail parking does not encroach into residential 
streets.Any proposed development or land uses, and their associated 
operation practices, should improve, acknowledge and be responsive to 
surrounding development, with appropriate consideration of adjacent site 
amenity where applicable. Particular consideration should be given to 
preserving the amenity of surrounding residential developments through 
the limitation of operation hours, attenuation of noise produced both 
directly and indirectly from the operation, and the generation of car parking 
in residential streets. 

 Any proposed development that adjoins a residential development, should 
consider the treatment of interfaces to adjoining residential properties to 
limit impact and building bulk and overshadowing on major openings to 
habitable spaces and outdoor living areas. 

 

2.2. Development standards 

1. Development shall be in accordance with the relevant local planning 
policies. 

2. In addition, the following standards apply: 

(a) Plot ratio:  

Buildings shall have a maximum plot ratio of 0.5:1 except those 
buildings located in Cambridge Street between Pangbourne and 
Simper Streets which shall have a maximum plot ratio of 1:1. 

(b) Setbacks:  

Buildings shall have nil street and side set backs.  Buildings shall 
face the street; blank walls are not acceptable. 

(c) Verandahs/awnings 

Buildings shall be provided with awnings/verandahs over the 
footpath to ensure adequate weather protection for pedestrians and 
enhance the streetscape. 

(d) Pedestrian access:  

Where Council considers it necessary, pedestrian access for the 
public shall be provided from the street to car parking at the rear of 
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properties and this access shall be adequately sign posted.  This 
may require variation to side set backs. 

(e) Residential density: 

Residential density shall comply with the Residential Design Codes 
site area requirements for R40 in those areas adjoining Cambridge 
Street and R20 elsewhere. 

 

3. COMMERCIAL ZONE 

3.1. Statement of intent  

 A range of low intensity commercial uses will be permitted within these 
areas. 

 Any new development should be of a scale similar to the majority of 
existing buildings and comprise a consistent built form particularly in 
relation to height and setbacks from the street. 

 Careful control will be exercised over the nature of the uses within these 
areas and their design and layout to minimise impact on any adjacent 
residential uses or land.  Additionally, adequate car parking must be 
provided on-site to ensure that commercial vehicles do not encroach into 
residential streets. 

3.2. Development standards 

1. Development shall be in accordance with the relevant local planning 
policies. 

2. In addition, the following standards apply: 

(a) Plot ratio:  

Buildings shall have a maximum plot ratio of 0.5:1. 

(b) Street setback:  

Buildings shall be set back from the street alignment such distance 
as is determined by Council having regard to the streetscape and 
the building setbacks on adjoining land and in the immediate 
locality. 

(c) Residential density:  

Residential density shall comply with the Residential Design Codes 
site area requirements for R40. 

4. RESIDENTIAL/COMMERCIAL ZONE 

4.1. Statement of intent 

 This area is intended to form a suitable transition between the residential 
development south of Herdsman Parade and the adjoining commercial 
development to the north.  The redevelopment of land within this area for 
residential purposes or residential and commercial purposes in combined 
developments will therefore be encouraged. 

 Light industrial uses may only be permitted if they are incidental to 
another non-residential use and are considered by Council not to detract 
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in any manner from the amenity of combined residential/commercial 
developments or adjoining residential uses. 

 Buildings will be small scale, set back from all boundaries and 
surrounded by landscaped gardens.  Priority will be given to minimising 
conflict between non-residential uses and residential uses on the same 
lot and nearby through appropriate site layout and design.  Levels of 
traffic generated by development within this area should also not exceed 
those appropriate to the adjacent residential area. 

 

4.2. Development standards 

1. Development shall be in accordance with the relevant local planning 
policies. 

2. In addition, the following standards apply: 

(a) Plot ratio: 
Buildings shall have a maximum plot ratio of 0.5:1. 

(b) Building height: 
Buildings shall have a maximum height of 6.0 metres above natural 
ground level. 

(c) Setbacks: 
Buildings used solely or partly for non-residential purposes shall be 
set back from all lot boundaries generally in accordance with the 
requirements of the Residential Design Codes for Residential R40. 

(d) Landscaping: 
Where development for both residential and non-residential 
purposes is proposed, sufficient landscaping should be provided to 
complement the development and, for the residential component, 
comply with the open space provisions of the Residential Design 
Codes. 

(e) Residential density: 
Residential density shall comply with the Residential Design Codes 
site area requirements for R40. 

5. RESERVES 

5.1. Development standards 

1. Sports grounds (Henderson Park, Matthews Netball Centre and Pat 
Goodridge Oval) 

(a) Henderson Park and the Matthews Netball Centre are reserved 
under the Metropolitan Region Scheme for ‘Parks and Recreation’.  
Pat Goodridge Oval is reserved under the Town Planning Scheme 
for ‘Parks and Recreation’. 

(b) These areas will continue in their primary role as active recreation 
facilities, while also remaining available for use by visitors and local 
residents for passive recreation purposes. 

(c) The facilities are the subject of a needs assessment review and 
master planning exercise. 

2. Rutter Park 
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(a) This land will continue to be used, maintained and enhanced 
primarily as parkland for the passive recreation of local residents 
while also accommodating a community centre. 

(b) The development of any further buildings will generally not be 
permitted unless they are unobtrusive in bulk and scale and are to 
be used for a purpose incidental to the current recreation and 
community roles.  No mature trees will be destroyed to facilitate 
development. 

 

Adopted: 13 October 2009 
Amended: 26 March 2019 (DV19.29) 
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Local Planning Policy 2.4: Precinct P4: Wembley 

INTRODUCTION 

The Wembley Precinct will remain a residential area serviced by a number of retail, 
commercial and recreation facilities.  Most development comprises single houses at 
low density, although medium density development is permitted in select locations.  
Non-residential development is restricted to the Wembley Town Centre, along parts 
of Cambridge Street and Salvado Road, and the Residential/Commercial zone along 
Herdsman Parade. 

The following policy provides statements of intent and development standards for 
each zone in the precinct, which, in addition to any other relevant policy, are to be 
used to assess applications for development within the precinct. Policy requirements 
under all other local planning policies also apply unless specifically varied in the 
precinct policy. 

APPLICATIONS SUBJECT TO THIS POLICY 

This policy applies to development in the Wembley Precinct (see map below). 
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6. RESIDENTIAL ZONE 

6.1. Statement of intent 

 Single houses in accordance with the Residential R20 provisions will 
continue to occupy the majority of land, with infill development favoured 
on those larger lots which can accommodate additional housing and on 
certain corner lots. 

 Grouped and multiple dwellings at a medium density, however, will be 
permitted along Salvado Road and Cambridge Street with higher 
densities permitted along the latter street where two or more lots are 
amalgamated.  This is intended to encourage single integrated 
developments rather than individual and unrelated developments on 
small lots. 

 A limited number of non-residential uses such as local shops, child care 
facilities, recreation areas and primary schools are also appropriate 
where they serve the immediate day to day needs of local residents and 
are an integral part of the residential environment.  These uses will only 
be supported by Council where they are small in scale, and are not likely 
to cause any significant disturbance to adjacent residences or the 
residential character of the area. 

6.2. Development standards 

3. Development shall be in accordance with the Residential Design Codes, 
Town Planning Scheme and any relevant planning policies contained in 
this manual. 

4. In addition, the following standards apply: 

(c) Corner lots:  

Within the area coded Residential R20, with the exception of those 
lots fronting or siding onto Grantham Street, two dwellings may be 
constructed on corner lots in accordance with the Residential R30 
dwelling density standards subject to the following: 

(iv) one dwelling must front each street; 

(v) the configuration of the lot to be developed must coincide with 
the original subdivision pattern; and 

(vi) the policy applies to constructed development only.  Green 
title vacant/survey strata titled subdivisions are not permitted. 

(d) Dual coding:  

Within the area coded Residential R40/60 development to 
Residential R60 dwelling density standards will only be permitted if:  

(iii) the development involves the amalgamation of two or more 
lots (resulting in a minimum lot area of 1200m2) or,  

(iv) the lot is already large enough (minimum lot area of 1200m2) 
to enable integrated development. 
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7. LOCAL CENTRE ZONE 

7.1. Statement of intent 

 The existing range of local shopping and community facilities will be 
consolidated within these areas to serve the day to day needs of the local 
residents. 

 Any new development should create a high level of pedestrian amenity 
through the provision of continuous shop fronts built up to the street 
boundary, active frontages and land uses, minimal crossovers and weather 
protection over the footpath.  

 Any proposed development or land uses, and their associated operation 
practices, should improve, acknowledge and be responsive to surrounding 
development, with appropriate consideration of adjacent site amenity 
where applicable. Particular consideration should be given to preserving 
the amenity of surrounding residential developments through the limitation 
of operation hours, attenuation of noise produced both directly and 
indirectly from the operation, and the generation of car parking in 
residential streets. 

 Any proposed development that adjoins a residential development, should 
consider the treatment of interfaces to adjoining residential properties to 
limit impact and building bulk and overshadowing on major openings to 
habitable spaces and outdoor living areas. 

 

7.2. Development standards 

1. Development shall be in accordance with the relevant local planning 
policies. 

2. In addition, the following standards apply: 

(f) Plot ratio:  

Buildings shall have a maximum plot ratio of 0.5:1 except those 
buildings located in Cambridge Street between Pangbourne and 
Simper Streets which shall have a maximum plot ratio of 1:1. 

(g) Setbacks:  

Buildings shall have nil street and side set backs.  Buildings shall 
face the street; blank walls are not acceptable. 

(h) Verandahs/awnings 

Buildings shall be provided with awnings/verandahs over the 
footpath to ensure adequate weather protection for pedestrians and 
enhance the streetscape. 

(i) Pedestrian access:  

Where Council considers it necessary, pedestrian access for the 
public shall be provided from the street to car parking at the rear of 
properties and this access shall be adequately sign posted.  This 
may require variation to side set backs. 

(j) Residential density: 

Residential density shall comply with the Residential Design Codes 
site area requirements for R40 in those areas adjoining Cambridge 
Street and R20 elsewhere. 
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8. COMMERCIAL ZONE 

8.1. Statement of intent  

 A range of low intensity commercial uses will be permitted within these 
areas. 

 Any new development should be of a scale similar to the majority of 
existing buildings and comprise a consistent built form particularly in 
relation to height and setbacks from the street. 

 Careful control will be exercised over the nature of the uses within these 
areas and their design and layout to minimise impact on any adjacent 
residential uses or land.  Additionally, adequate car parking must be 
provided on-site to ensure that commercial vehicles do not encroach into 
residential streets. 

8.2. Development standards 

3. Development shall be in accordance with the relevant local planning 
policies. 

4. In addition, the following standards apply: 

(a) Plot ratio:  

Buildings shall have a maximum plot ratio of 0.5:1. 

(b) Street setback:  

Buildings shall be set back from the street alignment such distance 
as is determined by Council having regard to the streetscape and 
the building setbacks on adjoining land and in the immediate 
locality. 

(c) Residential density:  

Residential density shall comply with the Residential Design Codes 
site area requirements for R40. 

9. RESIDENTIAL/COMMERCIAL ZONE 

9.1. Statement of intent 

 This area is intended to form a suitable transition between the residential 
development south of Herdsman Parade and the adjoining commercial 
development to the north.  The redevelopment of land within this area for 
residential purposes or residential and commercial purposes in combined 
developments will therefore be encouraged. 

 Light industrial uses may only be permitted if they are incidental to 
another non-residential use and are considered by Council not to detract 
in any manner from the amenity of combined residential/commercial 
developments or adjoining residential uses. 

 Buildings will be small scale, set back from all boundaries and 
surrounded by landscaped gardens.  Priority will be given to minimising 
conflict between non-residential uses and residential uses on the same 
lot and nearby through appropriate site layout and design.  Levels of 
traffic generated by development within this area should also not exceed 
those appropriate to the adjacent residential area. 
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9.2. Development standards 

3. Development shall be in accordance with the relevant local planning 
policies. 

4. In addition, the following standards apply: 

(f) Plot ratio: 
Buildings shall have a maximum plot ratio of 0.5:1. 

(g) Building height: 
Buildings shall have a maximum height of 6.0 metres above natural 
ground level. 

(h) Setbacks: 
Buildings used solely or partly for non-residential purposes shall be 
set back from all lot boundaries generally in accordance with the 
requirements of the Residential Design Codes for Residential R40. 

(i) Landscaping: 
Where development for both residential and non-residential 
purposes is proposed, sufficient landscaping should be provided to 
complement the development and, for the residential component, 
comply with the open space provisions of the Residential Design 
Codes. 

(j) Residential density: 
Residential density shall comply with the Residential Design Codes 
site area requirements for R40. 

10. RESERVES 

10.1. Development standards 

3. Sports grounds (Henderson Park, Matthews Netball Centre and Pat 
Goodridge Oval) 

(d) Henderson Park and the Matthews Netball Centre are reserved 
under the Metropolitan Region Scheme for ‘Parks and Recreation’.  
Pat Goodridge Oval is reserved under the Town Planning Scheme 
for ‘Parks and Recreation’. 

(e) These areas will continue in their primary role as active recreation 
facilities, while also remaining available for use by visitors and local 
residents for passive recreation purposes. 

(f) The facilities are the subject of a needs assessment review and 
master planning exercise. 

4. Rutter Park 

(c) This land will continue to be used, maintained and enhanced 
primarily as parkland for the passive recreation of local residents 
while also accommodating a community centre. 

(d) The development of any further buildings will generally not be 
permitted unless they are unobtrusive in bulk and scale and are to 
be used for a purpose incidental to the current recreation and 
community roles.  No mature trees will be destroyed to facilitate 
development. 
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